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“Once in a great while someone makes an automobile that is a thing apart from all others, an impersonal machine possessing a definite per-
sonality…...many a man competent to know will argue that the most completely appealing and unforgettable personality ever built into a car
was put into the smallest of them all: the MG Midget.”

Ken W. Purdy, The Kings of the Road

In This Issue:

Visit our web site at:

Http://www.nammmr.com

or

The UK Triple-M

Register web site at:

www.triple-mregister.org

It all started in August 1995. My wife Barbara responded to an ad in Hemmings Mo-
tor News for a 1932 MGJ2 needing restoration for $7500.

Having several MGs in the garage at that time, another one needing restoration did-
n’t seem like a bad idea especially as it would mean delving into the mysteries of MMM
cars – I had already put my hands onto a TC, TD, TF, MGA, MGB and a 1937 TA .
Heard that story before ????? Sound familiar !!!!!!!

We got some photos and the car looked miserable. We had some questions as to
whether it was a J2 or something else !!. Well armed with facts and sounding very knowl-
edgeable about Triple M cars, Barbara negotiated a reasonable deal.

We now owned a MMM car of some sort. It took forever to get the car to Vermont
from Minnesota. We were beginning to think it was a scam and we would never see the
car or our money again.

One day, the day before Thanksgiving 1995, the thing arrived on the back of a truck
at our schoolhouse in Vermont.

We always name our
cars and guess what this
one was called, --- of
course ------ TURKEY ----
and after all this time, the
name remains the same
but the car looks a little
different.

Our assement from
the pictures was correct –
it was a miserable looking
piece machinery. I started
reconnoitering all the bits
and pieces, looking for
numbers and any clues as
to what it might be.

It certainly had a J2. engine but there was something not right about the car. It had a
plywood rear end with a strange looking gas tank supported on some store bought angle
brackets, a bonnet and doors that looked like a J2 but the bonnet sides did not resemble
the J2 type including the hood latches.. The homemade firewall had an identification
plate which stated J0484, so it was a J type and the engine number on the plate matched
stampings on the engine block.

(Continued on page 3)
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DISCLAIMER -The opinions expressed in this publication are the personal opinions of the editor or the contributors, and are in no way the opinion of the North American
MMM Register, except where expressly stated. Offers of goods or advice in this Newsletter are given in good faith. All responsibilities as to price, quality of parts, services or
advice is a matter entirely between the parties concerned in any transaction. The North American MMM Register can not be held responsible in any way for any misrepre-
sentation or failure, nor can they be held to adjudicate in any dispute. In addition, no company or commercial organization has any connection with the NA MMM Register.

The NAMMM Register Web Site is at http://www.nammmr.com/

The NAMMM Register Newsletter is published quarterly
beginning in March of each year. The deadline for
“camera ready” contributions—stories, technical reports,
ads, and general information—is the end of Feb., May,
Aug., and Nov. Please submit all contributions to Larry
Long via:

e-mail at NAMMMRNewsletter@aol.com
“snail-mail” at 1411 Foxenwood Drive,

Santa Maria, CA 93455
FAX at 805-937-6594.

Preferred format is:
Microsoft Word or text format
JPEG format for photos (Please do not imbed with the text)

8-1/2 X 11 or smaller for line art
******************************************************************
Contributions are solicited for all activities associated with
your MMM cars: local or national events you have
participated in, technical tips, restoration progress, etc.
Let us know what you are doing with your cars and how
you have been enjoying them.
******************************************************************
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I looked a bit further for the numbers on the front dumb
iron – and there it was: J1 0484. I had also read that MMM
cars had the car numbers stamped into the hood hinge.
There it was again. So we had a J1 with all numbers match-
ing – how bad is that ?? We had never heard of one of
these cars before so I looked it up in Mike Allison;s “Magic
MGs” and two pictures of a J1 turned up.

It looked like an interesting little car but it was not a two
seat roadster like the J2 but rather a four seat Sport Tourer.
More research revealed that apart from the door shape it
had the same body as the F1 Tourer and the D type -- but
of course it had the standard J2 engine.

Between 1932 and 1934, MG made four versions of the
J type with the J1 and J2 sharing the same engine, chassis
and drive train but each had different body styles, while the
J3 and J4 were the more speedy versions having been de-
veloped for competitive racing. However they all shared the
same basic components.

MG made 250 of the J1 Tourers, about 130 J1 Sa-
lonettes, 2083 with the J2 bodies, 22 - J3s and 9 -J4s.

Another neat fact about our J1 was its original British
license plates. It came with both the original front and rear
plates. The number was VN 4530. Researching the first 2
letters revealed that VN was the designation for North York-
shire. ( Coincidently that is where I am from in England ) We
also found out from the MMM Register that the original
owner a Mr. Wilhelm who lived in Scarborough, North York-
shire, which is only 20 miles from where I was born, brought
up and educated.

It seemed that the car was destined to be ours if you
believe in that sort of thing !!!!

When we first got the car it did not run, so I myself took
this task to see if it had any life in it. After weeks of corre-
spondence with Barry Bone and Barry Walker in the UK and
their unending advice and encouragement, (getting the right
points and rotor, getting instructions on how to set up the
cam and the timing etc. ), finally I had a spark and the en-
gine turned over. Eventually it was running, the gears went

(Continued from page 1)
in and the car moved forwards and backwards – but with
little power.

So it was time to spiff up the looks of this funny looking
vehicle. I decided for the time being I would keep the ply-
wood body and make it into some sort of rough and ready
fun-running MMM car. It didn’t take long with a few extra
parts, a can of red spray paint, some sorting out of the
wheels, some bondo, replacing the fuel lines and taking out
the stinky bright blue shag carpet that came with the car. We
just wanted it driveable and we did not care where we took
it, fields, dirt roads and even to its first 4th of July parade –
where it finally died, no compression and not willing to start
or move no matter what I tried.

It was, I believe, telling me something – “I am tired, I
don’t look good and you have made me into something I am
not. I will not run again until I have my original style J1 body,
rebuilt engine and all the rest”.

I think the car “packed it in” as revenge for the happen-
ings and significance of the day we decided to take it out on
the real road for the first time -- the 4th of July 1996 – GET
THE CONNECTION. So it was home for the trailer, into the
back shed at the Schoolhouse and there it sat until we
moved it into a barn we built on Lake Champlain and there
it sat for ten years before we got serious about restoring our
1932 MG J1 0484, waiting patiently until 2006.

I didn’t know what I had let myself in for and how much
time, effort, stress, frustration and the pounds (pounds ! and
more pounds) it would take to get it right.

The first job was to figure out the body. I had so little to
work with, a couple of rotten doors, a bonnet with sides, part
of the cowl and a plywood rear end ( forgive the expression)
and no fenders. Of course the chassis and engine were
there but later in this story I will reveal the tragedies and
frustrations that were awaiting these unexpecting owners.

The 90s were spent trying to find all the original parts,
spares, body tub parts, fenders, hood bows, instruments,
switches and the miscellaneous hardware that would make
the car totally original in all its detail.

As so few of these cars were originally manufactured
and as over the years so many of the J1 bodies were turnedJ0484 on the road

At the 4th of July
celebration
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into the more popular J2 roadster body style, we had to look
to other cars of that period made by MG to sort out the ques-
tion of originality. Some keys to original detail could be found
by researching the F1 and D types which were early exam-
ples of the 4 seat MG Touring style body versions. It was
especially the F1, which has a very similar body style except
for the doors and the immediate connection to the rear part
of the tub that started to give us initial clues.

At that time, my farther was still alive and Barbara and I
spent many happy trips to England for family visits and, of
course, to start on the oddessy of finding parts that would
eventually reveal the beauty and originality of our little J1
Tourer.

It started with Barry Bone having a pretty rotten rear
body from an F1. I then answered an ad in the MMM register
for some miscellaneous spares for a MMM car that had
been in a fire and was a total loss. This find turned out to be
a treasure trove. Many front fenders (no rears), top bows but
no side curtain screens (more on this subject later), some
top retaining hardware, door locks and, best of all, a spare
petrol tank with the original petrol gauge dip stick in it. This
was a real find which started to get us excited that restoring
the J1 to its original glory was a distinct possibility.

Next on another one of our trips to the UK we stopped in
to see Barry Walker. It turned out that he had a complete J1
body tub with all the rear seat support panels and fenders,
some incorrect interior panels, a top, side screens and many
other bits and pieces to get us closer to a number of original
parts that could be put together to create the original J1
body style. A strange feature about this particular body was
that the doors and tub shape were of the F1 type. But the
bonnet top and sides were definitely J1. Nevertheless , there
was enough there to make it a worthwhile purchase.

We drove to Boston to pick up the crated body and parts
with our faithful Border Collie called LUCAS – guess why –
he was a “working dog” that didn’t work !!!!. When we got to
the docks, all Lucas wanted to do was to peeeeeee on all
the crates to leave his mark forever.

So between the Barry Bone and the Barry Walker sets
of bodies we had enough to start with.

It was the week between Christmas and New Year in
1998 that our friend David Steinman (a world class restorer)
called me up and said, “Why don’t you bring all your body
parts down to the shop and lets get the J1 body together.”
You could have blown me over – what a Christmas pre-
sent! So we packed all the body stuff into the Suburban
and off we went. Yes, I could get 2 body tubs and all the
other associated bits and pieces into the back of our Subur-
ban – I have often wondered why we needed such a large
vehicle – now I knew.

Building a jig for the body was the starting point for the
rebuild. This included setting up the special steel frames
that hold the cowl section to the rear body tub. We had
these original pieces from our UK bodies.

We then de-skinned all the bodies we had and selected
the best components for the rebuild. The old joinery is so
beautiful on these cars so we started to select all the best
pieces, cut out all the old and rotten areas and pieced in
new dutchmen which were all glued and screwed in place.
All the original “dry” joints were filled with epoxy glue and
rescrewed. It then came time to shape the rear body quar-
ter panel to the style of the J1. Fortunately we had the
original J1 door frames from the car as we bought it. We set
them up on the front post and started to fashion the rear
body to slope down to meet the door frames (very similar to
the J2). Using old original photos we were able to cut out
the incorrect F1 body wood and set in new wood sections
that conformed to original J1 body shape.

Along with this portion of the work came the reconstruc-
tion of the inner fender wells as the ones we had were com-
pletely rotten. Using the original plywood inner panel as a
pattern, David fashioned new steel outer facings over new
plywood forms.

I just started to get the feeling that I was to get one hell
of an education into the process of how to go about getting
metal to do what you can make it do to shape it to a pattern
you want. David is an expert on all this and it was amazing
to see the sheet metal “flow” into shapes that you cant
imagine just by hammering it correctly in the right place.

(Continued on page 25)
Starting work on

the tub

Building the body
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Reno-Tahoe, Nevada
A mid-week convention, this will be an M.G. vacation guaran-

teed to provide lasting memories for all in attendance!

Information regarding registration, activities, and ho-
tels to be forthcoming!

http://www.mgcars.org.uk/mgcouncil/index.html

NAMMMR – NEMGTR – NAMGAR – NAMGBR - AMGCR

Save the Date – June 12-18, 2011

The North American Council of M.G. Registers presents our

fourth all-Register gathering to be held at

“America’s Adventure Place”
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Everyone should visit MG Silverstone at least
once. There is something there for every MG lover, ei-
ther the vintage racing (and they really do race to win),
the vintage stuff for sale that you never see over here,
the opportunity to meet folks from this side of the pond
that requires you to travel to the other side, or just the
amazing display of cars in the paddocks that were actu-
ally driven. There was an extra incentive for me: 2008 is
the 75th anniversary of the greatest MMM year, 1933,
the year of the early K3s and L types. I confess to being
a little prejudiced as I own one of the latter, in fact I was
asked by organizer George Eagle to bring JB 2265 to
the party. However they forgot to put the cheque in with
the invite, and the ten grand estimate for a UK holiday
for me and JB exceeded my budget, especially at two
dollars a pound.

At a late stage I decided to combine a personal trip
to Silverstone with a visit to family and friends, and just
bring a display of historic photos of JB. Getting tickets
thru the MGCC was easy; getting a place to stay near
the track was not. Also, UK car rental can blow your
budget unless you are in a group. Fortunately my brother
Mike lives 50 miles away in Ullesthorpe, Leeds; friend
Tony Margel had an extra room booked at the “Green
Man”, a famous racers pub a few miles from the track;
and another Ullesthorpe friend, Roger Daniell, offered to
fix me up with rides to and from the track. Roger was
racing his famous 1959 Le Mans twin cam MGAs, one
MTW and 2 MTW at the track.

After flying to Birmingham and spending some
brotherly time, I rode to Silverstone with Graham Brad-
shaw, whose father raced a Q-type back in the fifties,
crashing it at Mallory Park and selling the remains to
Roger. Arriving at Silverstone is exciting as you start
seeing wonderful cars on the access roads, and the
parking area is a MG show in itself. Many MMM cars
were parked close to the grand marquee with the anni-
versary cars; some had driven from Germany, Belgium

and other continental sources. The K3s and L2s were
packed side by side in the tent, and what a sight they
were. I was particularly interested MG 2603, the sister L2
to my Alpine car. This car had been owned by Hank Kel-
ley, a Chicago dentist. Strange that both Alpine L2s had
come over the pond. I last saw MG 2603 at Barry
Walker’s place many years ago shortly after it had been
repatriated. It was in shabby and rather non-original con-
dition, with cycle wings and MGB instruments, as I recall.
Now it was resplendent with a new body, K3 dash, super-
charger, wider wheels, beefed up engine, preselector
box, etc., having been restored by its new owner, John
Clark.

Adjacent was another car I was somewhat familiar
with, Pete Thornley’s unrestored L2, L2061, which had
also been repatriated a few years ago. Surprisingly , it
was still unrestored, just a rolling chassis and body, ap-
parently the resto ran into some snag or change of plan. I
had bought L 2061’s old body from Pete many years ago;
he had acquired a new body. I took the old body to the

MMMG Silverstone By Dave Harrison
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and Stephan Propsting; they had brought their Sebring
Twin cam UMO 96 from Germany. I first met the
Propstings at the 50th anniversary Sebring MGA reunion
that Bob Watkins and I organized last year, so it was nice
to chat with them again. Just to show how interconnected
MG history can be, I bought the original factory Lucas
Flamethrower spotlight from their Sebring car from a pre-
vious Virginia owner many years ago.

I trolled along the MMM vendor tent line several
times, I thought a lot of the stuff was wonderful even
though the prices were hair-raising. The exception were
Peter and Judith Farmer who gave me a ride in from Ull-
esthorpe one day. They had a clearance sale of old car
parts the last day, everything a pound. I got some pre-
war instruments and other dash stuff, unfortunately air
travel and the current weight restrictions inhibit substan-
tial purchases. The Farmers later gave me a tour of their
wonderful garage. The vendor area was a magnet for the
usual USA MMM suspects; strange that one has to travel

2000 miles to see them. The Saturday evening dinner at
the track was a little disappointing, a high decibel British
rock band prohibited conversation, and the entree was
hamburgers. However the English breakfast in the Green
Man on Sunday morning was superb, as was the unoffi-
cial car show in the back of the pub.

All in all MMMG Silverstone was a wonderful ex-
perience. Now that the pound is down to $1.50 I can go
again. See you there.

(See more photos from Silverstone on page 16)

60th Birthday party at Summit Point in 1993 and sold it to
Bob Rich for his L1 rebuild. Bob decided on a single seat
rebody, and the Thornley body has since gone on to
parts unknown, at least to me.

Getting back to MG 2603, John took me as pas-
senger on the L/K3 parade; we got to drive around the
outfield to a display area. The acceleration with the su-
percharged engine was breathtaking. The supercharged
L2 has the same power as the K3 with a lot less weight.
Unfortunately we were not allowed on the track. The L2
probably would have embarrassed a lot of postwar cars.

Continuing the postwar note, I spent time with the
Daniells and their MGA Twinkies in the pits. The cars are
very original; in fact some of the hoses looked as if they
dated from the fifties. I watched Roger and Mark as they
drove the cars competitively over the weekend, Mark
spun out without damage into the gravel during practice
after blowing a hose and dumping antifreeze over a rear
tire. Roger collected a whack on a rear wing in the race
from an overenthusiastic MGB, but they were both cheer-
ful and magnaminous about their adventures. I met Wolf
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It is that time of year again, ladies and gentlemen, that we ask you to renew your NAMMMR membership. I will
soon have a renewal form in the mail to you. If your expiration date shows December 31, 2008 or earlier, we simply ask
that you change any pertinent information on the form and return in the enclosed envelope along with a check for $35.00
for each year you would like to extend your membership. (US$40.00 if you live outside North America). By your prompt
response, you will save me a lot of extra work, so please return the renewal as soon a possible. I thank those who re-
cently sent in their renewal, albeit 11 months late.

A good share of my Triple-M year has been occupied trying to get the PB Airline Coupe back together. I never
thought of myself as a sheet metal man, but with the advice of a local T-Register member, I am learning and have the
vast majority of the skin back on the car. The engine is nearing completion. Only the head (new everything) remains to
be returned to me.

Meanwhile, as some of you know, I was approached this summer at the Auburn meet by a fellow who had
acquired a PA. This had been sitting, unprotected, for over 20 years, but had been the subject of a restoration when the
then owner passed away. I asked whether the car was for sale. Well, now some 5 months later, it appears it may well
become the third Triple-M car in the Palmer stable. More to come.

As I sit writing this, it is Thanksgiving Day. This reminds me to wish everyone a happy and safe holiday season. All I
want for Christmas is the prompt return of your renewals.

Don Wasserman has the following items for sale:

** N-Type various body parts, including windshield,
head lamps, upholstery, seats (2), 2-seat body,
fenders, doors. Your offer.

**D-Type--all there, but apart. Chassis restored.
Many new parts and rare parts. Should make a
beautiful restoration. $10,000.

Don Wasserman 415-567-3200

20081929

Registrar Ramblings By Lew Palmer
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That time O' year lads, I hopes you all have a happy one next week! Life goes on and the year passes - relent-
lessly... I hope you all had time to do some rewarding MMMing this year. I had truck with Lew, Bob S., Jack, and Tomm
at the Auburn GOF where we had an excellent showing and BibGalling as writ up in Larry's latest... stopped to visit with
"Bob" Rich on the rebound.

The rest of you I haven't seen in a year or more so wanted to touch base and see if you needed to do any steering
as such, IOW make any changes in our trip down the MMMotorway. I know you have been trusting your "staff" to keep
us on track, and I think that we've been holding the NAMMMR on course pretty well - no complaints must equal a rela-
tively happy bunch. We've had our own internal tweaks to make and Tomm Lew and Larry are on top of them.

Our renewal rate has been poor and it seems to be attributed to the way we've handled the re-up mailings (inside
the newsletter) - this time 'round we'll have a separate mailing. You'll have missed the publication of a directory this year
along with a slight change in the normal newsletter schedule. Lew is "really busy" in his new job but promises to tighten
up where he can... I'm sure he could use some help especially with the directory, so perhaps he can spell out what he
needs and look for a volunteer or two.

Likewise the newsletter. You must agree that Larry's work is absolutely stupendous! We're damned luck to have him
able and willing to spend the time on our behalf, but to beat an old drum: he can only print what he has on hand, so
boys, see what you can do to help in the way of stories from your necks of the woods and you racers... howz about
some input from your year on the tracks??

Next year the GOF West will be at Squaw Valley north of Lake Tahoe and we're going to call that event our
NAMMMR focus event for 2009 - the dates are 22-26 June. Our best draws seem to be CA, mid west, and New Eng-
land, but we've had fun in VA and FL as well, so Dave and "East" Pete: can you make a convincing case for a focus in
your respective environs??

I guess in our new digs I'd better get used to chattering - the teeth kind that is... I know many of you have a real
winter and we're in the throes of getting used to our second here in the northern Sierra Nevada. We are situated on
State route 89 which is one of the best two-laners in the country. It begins in the south near Lake Topaz on the CA/NV
border north of Bridgeport, winds right up into the eastern slope of the Sierra, on up Lake Tahoe's western shore (a sec-
tion of 89 soooo two-laney that it's not kept open in winter)... thence up past the entrance to Squaw Valley (site of our
2009 focus event!) to Truckee where it crosses Interstate 80. Then 42 miles past the Tantau Ranch, on through
Graeagle (you could look it up!!) - through Quincy - Lake Almanor - Lassen Volcanic National Park - Hat Creek (great fly
fishing!) - along side Burney - through McCloud and meeting Interstate 5 just south of Mt. Shasta. All-in-all 300plus miles
of great scenery and smooth road - try it, you'll like it!

Keep these dates in mind: 22-26 June 2009 for the GOF West which will be our NAMMMR focus event for next
year. The venue will be Squaw Valley just up the road from Lake Tahoe (yup, on the afore mentioned highway 89)...
beautiful mountain country and great drives!

With winter closing in it's time when many of us are kept off the roadways and in the garage or workshop and with
the time budgeted for MMMing, find things to tweak or fix. So, what's going on in your atelier? What's the best thing that
happened in your MG world this year?... the worst?? Share your tasks and secrets with our inestimable editor - he does
a fantastic job but his need for good newsletter fodder never wanes... do your bit and keep his in-box full!

Chairman Chatter By Bill Tantau
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Fifty years have seen the rise of the car from
the initial engine-driven horse-drawn vehicle to the
luxury car of to-day. In that time certain events
stand out prominently as milestones of progress. It is
with such events as are particularly connected with speed
that this collection of pictures mainly deals.

Glamour has always surrounded racing and record
breaking, two forms of sport which appeal unfailingly to the
imagination and which provide one of the most satisfac
tory fields for the truly adventurous of any age. These
pictures by F. Gordon Crosby are selected from many
painted by that famous artist, who knew, more than any
other person, how to bring back the memory of very great
days, and to show some of those incidents which were
hailed as sensational in the history of man's quest for speed
on land.

It is a far cry nowadays from those great events
when a host of competing cars assembled in the early
light of dawn outside Paris to face a run along the great
highways of Europe to Vienna, or Berlin, or Madrid, and the
innumerable troubles and inevitable dangers those long
journeys entailed. Racing then was quite unlike racing as it is
to-day. No adequate means of preventing dust had been
adopted and in the clouds that billowed upwards from be-
hind the flying cars any driver about to overtake a rival
could judge his position relative to the road only by
what he could see of the tops of the trees above the all-
pervading dust.

The cars, being experimental, were troublesome
enough, but that was nothing to the tyres ; remember, the
driver and mechanic had to lever off the cover, remove
the defective inner tube, substitute another, lever the
cover on again and pump up the tyre every time there was
trouble. Since it happened not infrequently that while the
crew were dealing with one, another went down, you can
imagine that the completion of a road race in those days
entailed a strain of the personnel which cannot be matched
to-day. True, that period ended with a disaster which many
could foresee as the enormous crowds lined the roads to
witness a race and were not even kept to the foot-
paths. How many cars crashed, how many spectators
or car crews were killed in that disastrous Paris-Madrid has
never been announced officially, but some of the greatest
drivers the game has known ended their career in a race
more devastating than any other which had been run or was
to be run. When the vehicles reached Bordeaux they
were stopped by order of the French Government and re-
turned to their works by train, for not even the engines were
allowed to be started from then on. None the less the game
went on.

Magnificent Series of Races

There followed a magnificent series of further races
held still on the public roads but with the whole circuit
guarded and fenced, races which saw the rise to fame of
Italian, German and British cars and drivers in due suc-
cession, before this phase, too, became a memory.
Since these races were influenced by the countrywide
events which had preceded them, the mileage covered
was always very long and occasionally the cars had to run
on two separate days, having been locked up and guarded
during the intervening night. Spring dampers made their
first tentative appearance, and still the trouble with tyres
persisted as the great machines became heavier and
heavier, faster and faster, until—and it was a wonderful
change—the first detachable rim, then the detachable
wheel, vastly reduced the labours of drivers and mechan-
ics. Much changed in the third period of racing history ;
circuits became smaller, more compact, more easily con-
trolled, but the spirit behind the racing continued, even if
both cars and men were of a different type. In this period
the speeds attained rose greatly, and rose in spite of
every effort of artificial limitation. For one great race
the engines might be half the size of their gigantic prede-
cessors, but the speed from those cars remained the same
or gradually but surely increased. With the increase in pace
so the cars became far easier to handle, and thus the prob-
lem and the fatigue for the driver remained at the same
level at which it had been in the days gone past.

Increased Enthusiasm

There was no consistency in the victories, sometimes
the French, sometimes the Italian, sometimes the Ger-
man or the British industry providing the victorious
marque of the year, a prestige gained which re-
mained extremely high. But as racing developed so it
became more and more apparent that no one firm
could hold the premier place for ever, that the prestige
gained would pass, and, further that the cost of the ma-
chines was rising fantastically, while their relationship
to the production car was growing ever less. What
had been in the beginning a competition for the proto-
types of touring cars to come became a race so spe-
cialized that its lessons could not be applied commer-
cially. But strangely enough enthusiasm increased rather
than decreased, as great numbers of private drivers han-
dling cars that were their own property entered the field, not
so well equipped nor even so highly organized as the
teams from manufacturers, but doing extremely well
none the less.

Comparison with racing to-day underlines this
change. Now for various reasons racing circuits which

The Endless Quest for Speed

By S.C.H. Davis, Sports Editor of “The Autocar”

The following is a reprint from a portfolio of motor racing, published by “The Autocar”, date unknown, but probably in the late 1930’s
or early 1940’s. The portfolio was assembled with lithographs of paintings made for The Autocar and was published in two sets with
12 lithographs in each set. The publisher was Iliffe and Sons Ltd., London.
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once were 20 miles round have been reduced to three or
four miles, and it is rare to find a team of cars sponsored by
a manufacturer, though until the last war such teams
were organized by a country virtually as propaganda for
that country generally.

Men of great enthusiasm and necessarily with a
great deal of money have been able to sponsor other
teams to create racing cars which have made their mark
in history. In more recent times the wheel has come
full circle in that a series of most interesting events for
what may be termed sports cars has risen to fame, and in
this, as distinct from racing-car racing, the industries of
various countries are far more interested. These
races, too, resemble those of olden times in that

wherever possible they are of great length, in some cases
lasting twenty-four hours, including a night run.

Controversy inevitably arose. Critics challenged
the usefulness, or even purpose, of this research for in-
creased speed, alleging that the racing car was becoming a
monstrous mechanical freak devoid of practical con-
nection with the cars of everyday. As one answer the
races for sports cars attained an historic value at least
equal to those in which the specialized highly expensive
racing car took part, and many a marque attained to world
wide fame as a direct result of success in this form of event.

As in racing so in records : First an extraordinary
type of vehicle capable of only one run over so short a
distance as a kilometre set up the initial records that were
officially supervised, and so, step by step, with infinite trou-

ble and labour, the tabulated speeds were raised to
what had previously seemed astronomic levels. But
whatever the type of machine used the great thrill of
records is to be the first in attaining certain speeds which
fire the imagination. Men and machines that are suc-
cessful in this endeavour remain for ever historical,
whether the occasion is the first recording of 30o
m.p.h., of one mile in one minute, or of roo miles in one
hour.

Records When the Car Is Ready

As distinct from racing, records take place only when
the car is reasonably ready. They do not have to be run,
that is to say, on any given day at a predetermined hour.

On the other hand, each record means that the car has
gone faster than it or any similar car ever went before, in
which lies the germ of much potential trouble. And tyres
again play a very great part, for in records over one
hour, for example, not only is the engine stressed to the
very highest possible limit, far higher than in racing, but also
there is always a chance that the tyres may not stand up
to the speed for the time. In what is termed the land
speed record this is even more so, for in practical fact the
highest speed ever attained by any motor vehicle is re-
corded only if the tyres that can stand that speed are
available. And of recent years the enormous aircraft-
engined special cars are built to attain only that speed
which the tyre manufacturer sets, though the engine and
chassis are capable of a considerable increase.

(Continued on page 18)

An example of one of the lithographs in the portfolio, this
one depicting Felice Nazzaro winning the 1922 Grand

Prix, handling one of the new and very fast Fiats.
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Thirty-seven cents, the legendary first donation given
to Florida Institute of Technology founder and first President
Dr. Jerome Keuper, would launch one of the most remark-
able stories in American higher education. Keuper, a scien-
tist working at Cape Canaveral, founded Brevard Engineer-
ing College, now Florida Tech, in 1958 to meet a critical
need for scientists and engineers in America’s race for
space. It counts among its graduates five astronauts, includ-
ing two who flew together on Space Shuttle Discovery in
December, 2006. Joan Higginbotham and Sunita Williams,
nearly 50 years after that humble first donation, carried aloft
the dreams that drive Florida Tech to the present day.

During the university’s 2008-2009 Golden Anniversary,
Dr. Keuper’s legacy will be celebrated with the dedication of
a life-size bronze statue.

Won’t you help us today to complete this project by
making a gift? It doesn’t matter the size of the gift, but rather
that you do give. Your gift is tax deductible.

About Dr. Keuper…

Dr. Keuper graduated from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford University and the University of Vir-
ginia, and held a Ph.D. degree in nuclear physics. He
served as an Army Intelligence officer with the Office of
Strategic Service (OSS) in China during World War II. He
joined RCA at Cape Canaveral in 1957 where he served as
manager of RCA’s Systems Analysis, during which time he
explored the feasibility of establishing a college to serve the
needs of the aerospace industry in Brevard County.

Dr. Keuper was elected to the Commission of Col-
leges, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and
was appointed by the Governor of Florida to the State Board
of Independent Colleges and Universities. He was a mem-
ber of the Florida Council of 100 and a member of the Board

of Directors, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Jacksonville
Branch. He was president of the International Palm Society,
Florida Independent Colleges Foundation and past chair-
man of the Council of Presidents, Independent Colleges and
Universities of Florida. He served for a number of years as
president of Florida-Columbia (South America) Partners and
was a member of the Board of Directors, Partners of the
Americas, Inc. In 2001, Dr. Keuper received the Daughters
of the American Revolution Medal of Honor.

After twenty-eight years of service as the first president
of Florida Institute of Technology, Dr. Keuper retired in
1986. He passed away March 25, 2002 at the age of 81,
leaving an educational heritage to Florida that will live for
many generations to come.

Members of the Jerry Keuper Statue Committee in-
clude:

Gene Buzzi, President & CEO (RET), OMNICOM, Inc.,
Alumni Association Board Member, 2002-, Chairman,
Alumni Relations Committee, 2006-

Denton Clark, Chairman, President & CEO (RET),
RCA, Inc., Trustee, Brevard Engineering College & Florida
Institute of Technology, 1962-87, & Past Chairman, 1965-
1968

Gene Fetner, Mgr., RCA/MTP Engineering (RET), For-
mer Faculty/Staff, Brevard Engineering College

Melanie Keuper, daughter, Alumna, Florida Institute of
Technology

You can reach any of these members via Ken Dro-

scher, Executive Director of the Florida Tech Alumni Asso-

ciation at 321.674.7191 or gopanthers@fit.edu.

A Tribute to Dr. Jerome Penn Keuper,

founder and first President, Florida Institute of Technology

My Contribution to the Dr. Jerome Keuper Statue

Name ___________________________________________________ Date ______________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________

Make Check To: Florida Tech Alumni Association
For: Keuper Statue

Mail To: Office of Alumni Affairs
Florida Institute of Technology

150 West University Boulevard
Melbourne, FL 32901
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TECHNICAL TOPICS

North American MMM Register Newsletter

Notebook 1.6.5

Someone once said Pre-War MG's always leak at the rear hubs and I tend to agree with them.

Since restoring my P-Type I have tried several methods of solving the leaking rear hub problem with varying de-

grees of success.

How does the oil get out! - to describe this I must firstly describe the hub construction with the aid of the diagram

below.

The parts and their function:‑

A. THE SPLINED HUB

This has the axle pressed into it (there must be NO movement) and ,transmits drive to the wheels. The hub

also should hold the wheel bearing firmly into the bearing carrier B.

B. THE BEARING CARRIER

This carries the bearing which is held onto the axle casing C by a locking ring and lock washer. The bearing

must be a good fit in the carrier and onto the axle casing. It also carries a lip seal that runs on the axle casing.

C. AXLE CASING

D. SEAL

Usually cork - fits inside the axle casing and has axle shaft running in it. It is supposed to stop oil getting From

axle casing into hub.

This Technical Topic was published by the Australian MMM Register as Technical Bulletins No. 30 and 32

We thank them for the authorization to share these Bulletins with our members.

Subject: Rear Axle Oil Leaks AuthorUnknown

TT-21-4-1
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How do the hubs leak?

1. Oil from the differential gets past the cork seal and mixes with the hub grease. Being much thinner than grease

the resulting cocktail finds its way out through the lubrication passage or ill-fitting splines and all over the spokes.

2. Same as 1. except oil escapes through ill-fitting joint between splined hub and bearing carrier into brake drum all

over linings and drips onto wheel rim.

3. Oil can also leak through lip seal E having the same effect as 2.

How to fix it (at least for a while)

1. Make sure that when seal between hub and bearing carrier (gasket NOT silastic) is tight the hub also bears hard

against the bearing allowing no in and out movement. To check this it is necessary to trial assemble without brake

drum on to check that gasket is sealing.

2. Ensure that cork seal is in good condition and grease the rear hub regularly.

3. Check that lip seal. and its running surface are in goad condition.

4. Finally - DO NOT OVERFILL THE DIFFERENTIAL!

********************************************************************************************************************************

Further to Technical Bulletin Number 30 I wish to report that having carried out with meticulous care the pro-
cedure covered in that Bulletin I had no signs of an oil leak for a period of same four weeks (the longest time to
date).

This was a little disappointing to say the least but all was not lost I had one more suggestion up my sleeve
put to me by Owen McNeill from Brisbane:-

Repco make a very thin lip seal Number P1666 which has the correct inside diameter to suit the axle and an
outside diameter of 1.25" which is some 10-12 thou larger than the inside diameter of the housing.
This small discrepency can be overcome by a little careful reaming and a pair of P1666's installed each side.

After the problems of the past I was sure that I was never going to solve this particular problem but after
some six months this modification has proved to be 100 percent effective even after some fairly spirited driving
at the Canberra National meeting.

A revised sketch of the hub as shown in Technical Bulletin No 30 follows.
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TECHNICAL TOPICS

North American MMM Register Newsletter

Notebook 2.1.5

This Technical Topic was published by the Australian MMM Register as Technical Bulletin No. 36

We thank them for the authorization to share these Bulletins with our members.

Subject: Puller--Flywheel Flange By Anthony Fagan

This is a slightly modified version of the puller I borrowed from David Mottram. It is an essential item for those
who wish to dismantle P-Type and allied engines. It can be turned from mild steel.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove the spigot bearing housing.

2. Remove the large crankshaft nut and flywheel.

3. Attach the puller to the flywheel flange using the 8 screws and nuts in the flange.

4. Screw a 4 inch long 3/4 inch BSF hex head set screw into the puller and tighten securely against the
threaded end of the crankshaft.

5. A sharp blow to the head of the set screw should free the flange off its taper.

TT-21-4-2
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S. J. Gilbert
VINTAGE CAR RESTORATION

11 Pyrocroft Lane, Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 9XP

Fax/Tel No’s: 01784 466488—WORK ~~ 01932 843712—HOME

E-MAIL ~ sgilbert@emumail.net

SAMPLE FROM MY PRICE LIST:

FOR ALL MMM / T-TYPE BODYWORK REQUIREMENTS,

MMM FIREWALLS £72, APRONS £90, BONNET TOPS (PAIR) £200,

BONNET SIDES (PAIR) £190, BUCKET SEATS (PAIR) £150,

SIDE VALENCES £155, CYCLE WINGS (4) £270, FUEL TANKS £290,

P-FRONT WINGS (PAIR) £900, P-REAR WINGS (PAIR) £495,

P, J, L, F, J4 BODIES COMPLETE £1840, K3 SLAB TANK BODY £2700,

N-TYPES FROM £2650 - £5000, M-TYPE £1600, SPECIALS POA.

TA/B/C/D/F BODIES COMPLETE 2375, ALL BODIES COME WITH DOORS AND SCUTTLE TOPS
FITTED IN STEEL OR ALUMINUM.
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There is a further difficulty. For a race it is al-
most always possible to find a circuit which is reasonably
suitable, but for a record it is by no means so easy.
First, the course used must not obviously assist the speed,
which means that the track or road selected must be flat,
and it is in no wise easy to find a road flat for sufficient miles
or kilometres for the short-distance records. That in turn
means that the car may have to be taken to some far distant
spot in another country, far from its base and from mechani
cal help, which obviously increases the expenses, especially
if by any chance the first attempt is not successful.

Remember, that for the land speed record, to take
one example, it is impossible to test the car beforehand in
order to make sure that it will do the speed and so guaran
tee success. The first run at the expected speed will be the
actual attempt on the record, or at best one or two runs for
practice. And should any mechanical trouble develop, little
or no opportunity is given for this to be remedied and the
remedy proved.

Out of all this many men as well as machines
achieved great fame, and it is interesting that these men
were not of one country, nor even predominantly of one
race, and there is no such thing as a type of man who could
be picked easily as a possible successful racing driver.
Large and phlegmatic men, thin, nervous and excitable men,
men who are even known to be physically unfit in certain
ways have all done marvels with a racing car. And, curiously
enough, age has less effect than would be imagined, so that
drivers who would certainly be considered veterans, well
past their prime, have proved victorious in races against
younger and more vigorous men, while youth does not figure
so often as a victor as the strenuous nature of the game
would suggest to be a certainty.

From time immemorial the value of all this quest for
speed has been queried, but it will be strange indeed when
man is content to travel, or, for the matter of that, live, at the
tempo of his predecessors. Fantastic as it may seem the
highest recorded speed of one period may even be the nor-
mal cruising speed in some far-distant future.

The whole thing is but one side of the gigantic battle
the adventurers of the world are carrying out, each in his
separate sphere of land, air, sea or space. Out of that battle
comes, sometimes by devious ways, Progress.

In the early history of motoring, the great races stood
out as historic landmarks. Records were taken only after
immense mechanical trouble had been overcome, when
experiments attained to success. The machines were purely
experimental, each different from its predecessor. Above all,
the men were learning as they went along, and learning in
the hardest school of all, by experience.

This second series of pictures in the portfolio by F.
Gordon-Crosby carries the tale a stage further. The field of
adventure with cars was wide open to all who had ability,
who could stand the pace. The cars were much faster, more
certainly reliable, though still experimental prototypes of the
ordinary cars to come. But the one thing that captured the
imagination as it always does was the phenomenal rise in
speed, for during this period cars attained to 100 m.p.h. and
more, the honour of first covering 100 miles in one hour fal-

ling to the British Talbot and the British driver Percy Lam-
bert.

It is very difficult to explain to people who have not
experienced it the thrill, the difficulty and the excitement of
record-breaking. First of all, it is utterly different from racing.
There is an immense sense of loneliness as the machine
circles the track on a long record, even a record which lasts
for the historic hour. Added is that elation caused by the at-
tempt to do something which has never been done before,
the knowledge that this particular car is venturing into new
fields of speed, while to preserve the balance there is the
inevitable feeling that " if we go on at this pace something is
bound to happen."

Little things worry a driver enormously. There was
once an occasion when it was noticed that the filler cap was
not secure, and for the whole of one mortal hour at high
speed that cap rotated half a turn one way, then, fortunately,
half a turn the other, while the driver perspired freely, hoping
on the other hand that the thing would not come off, as he
would then drive in a s Cream of very hot water, apart from
the probability of being hit in the face by the cap, mixed with
fervent attempts to screw the cap on again by remote will-
power control.

100 Miles in the Hour

Lambert's record of 100 miles in the hour was much
of this type. It was unbelievable that the car could last the
distance at the speed and keep its tyres intact, for the tyres,
apart altogether from the engine, were at the very limit of
their endurance. That hour must have seemed immensely
longer to the little man at the wheel.

Different in character, but just as exciting, were the
exploits of Sir Algernon Guinness, Bart., with the first V8
engine to be successful in records. The Darracq, one of the
most famous cars of its time, was largely regarded as a
monstrosity. "Algy" one of the few drivers who could make
the machine behave, used methods which were violent but
highly exciting. Accompanied by his brother, Kenelm Lee
Guinness, it was "Algy's " habit to test out this car whereso-
ever opportunity afforded, with suitable reconnaissance to
locate any policeman lurking during the process. Kenelm
usually held two stop watches for the times were taken from
one milestone to another, and Kenelm, whose nickname
was Bill, usually complained bitterly that whenever "Algy "
shut off or opened up streams of flame from the stubby ex-
haust pipes used to go up his trouser legs.

That is a complete picture of the record-breaking of
the day.

Apart from records, the whole face of racing had
changed. Each great international event was held on a
closely-guarded triangular course of public roads closed for
the occasion. Dust had disappeared, but, as always, tyre
trouble was still rife, since no sooner was a tyre produced to
stand the speed than the car was made to go faster still.

What We Owe to Brooklands

Brooklands, the recently-created track, was also hav-
ing a tremendous influence on racing all over the world, be-
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came, in fact, the equivalent of Mecca to those devoted to
motoring sport ; and, as always, the driver faced ever-new
difficulties as potent as those of the past. The old cars had
been difficult enough to handle at 60 m.p.h. : the new were
exactly as difficult at 120 m.p.h.

It is very doubtful whether even to-day Brooklands
has received the credit it deserves, because so few people
remember the effect this new track had, the sense that here
at last was a place where British racing cars or, for the mat-
ter of that, any racing cars—could be tested out with the
certainty of obtaining reliable data. Up to that point tests had
been crude, since the public road was no suitable place for
high-speed runs, the data obtained sketchy.

Now at last the car could be taken at full throttle over
an accurately measured distance, equally accurately timed.
The result was the beginning of real streamline, for hitherto
only the frontal area had been modified with some idea of "
wind-cutting." The thing now became a science, and it was a
direct result of this that the Grand Prix cars of the period
eventually carried the neat long-tailed body which is now
universal in place of the big circular tank behind the driver's
and mechanics' seats with the spare wheel strapped behind
the tank.

Segrave's magnificent run which won the Grand Prix
for Britain with the Sunbeam resulted from endless and
careful tests on the track and much development which
made the Sunbeam what it was, apart from the fact that if
ever there was a team race, this was the best example, for
the Sunbeam team as a whole was handled by signals on a
prearranged plan, with the result that the rival cars were lit-
erally hounded to mechanical disaster by the efforts of " Bill "
Guinness with Segrave in support so placed that when the
inevitable occurred he could win.

Racing during that period was intensely interesting.
Nazzaro's win in 1922 was really a milestone marking pro-
gress, for the new Fiats of that year put into practice all the
lessons learned at Brooklands, and moreover a veteran
driver, a man who had made his name in the days when
racing cars were huge monsters with very large relatively
slow-speed engines, showed that the passing of many years
had deleted nothing of his skill or endurance, to the no little
surprise of the prophets. But that race will always stand out
because of disaster. The Fiat team was running 1, 2, 3, well
away from opposition, as the last dozen laps or so faced the
drivers. And then, only a few minutes from a team triumph,
the second and third cars crashed, one of the drivers being
killed, and crashed because axle trouble, caused by the in-
tense stress of the race, intervened. A more dramatic occur-
rence could not be imagined.

24-hour Racing

Apart from Grand Prix races, the wheel had moved
full circle, for just as the original events were for cars which
eventually could come into production, so the new races
were for cars which were in production, altered sufficiently to
allow a prototype to run. In those 24-hour events at Le Mans
some of the best racing ever seen occurred. Twenty-four
hours is a long time, especially when the cars are carrying
full equipment ; all the spares they need and such repairs as
are necessary have to be carried out by the driver with the

tools and spares in the car and without other assistance.
Moreover, the run through the night has always been one of
the most interesting experiences in racing.

As far as this country was concerned, the interest in
Le Mans was immensely augmented by another most dra-
matic incident. The Bentley team, probably as highly organ-
ised as any that has ever been on the road, were, as the
evening shadows closed on the circuit, proceeding in line
ahead at normal intervals. The leading car took the very fast
bend at White House only to find the road practically blocked
by a machine that had crashed. In the next five minutes
much occurred. Two of the team, one being the fastest car,
were wrecked beyond repair, the third, crashing into the bar-
rier of overturned machines, severely damaged. Yet, be-
cause the team was a team, that car was extracted, partially
repaired and succeeded in winning the race, again because
the team control took advantage of a situation which was
quite beyond the driver's ken, and, using their knowledge,
pushed the damaged car to its upmost limit, just sufficiently
long to overcome the opposition.

Meantime, the Italians clung to the idea that a road
race course should consist of an immense triangle, the
longer the better, of ordinary roads, and were not even par-
ticularly careful to guard that circuit. Following this idea,
they continued the Targa Florio over a wild, mountainous
course in Sicily, a course on which dust was a difficulty long
after dust had ceased to trouble on the more modern,
shorter, carefully organised circuits. But it was at least a
more interesting race than those where the same corner
reappeared at such very frequent intervals. It had all the
character of one of the long runs from the capital of one
country to that of another, with the added romance that
some of the inhabitants of Sicily round about the course
were popularly reputed not to be averse to taking a crack
with a rifle at anybody they deemed to be strangers, whether
in a racing car or not.

It followed that it was a tiring course as far as the
driver was concerned, and a very great test of endurance, a
part of the trouble being that the roads were not wide
enough to allow one machine to overtake the other easily,
and overtaking is always a very tricky business at high
speed, even when the two drivers of equal experience and
skill are concerned. There was also a certain amount of
nerve strain due to stray cattle, and it was even possible at
one time to find a mule cart on the road which in theory was
closed to normal traffic, a thing which considerably reduced
the subsequent cornering speed of the driver concerned.

Speed and Yet More Speed

It is interesting that the Italians have always clung to
this type of race, of which in years to come another example
was the Mille Miglia, which is as near as no matter a full-
scale old-fashioned race on roads that are only partially
cleared at best.

Over all reigned the desire for speed and yet more
speed, not merely to invite a risk willingly taken, but because
the increase in pace affected the very existence of the me-
chanical world as, in spite of every criticism or objection, it
will until the very end.
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JOE CURTO
S.U. & STROMBERG

CARBURETOR
PARTS AND RESTORA-

TION

Largest stock of New & Used

S.U. Parts this side of

England..

Pre & post war

25 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

Rebuilding & Servicing S.U.s

MANUFACTURER OF

HIGH QUALITY

THROTTLE SHAFTS

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR

CARBURETOR NEEDS

other services:

Water Pump Overhaul, Camshaft

Reprofiling, Trafficator Parts & Service

general component repair

shop: 118 park avenue east, rear ● po box 1052 ● mansfield, oh ● 44901 

● MGTOM@zoominternet.net 419-525-0799

AUTHENTIC WORLD CLASS MG RESTORATIONS:

MMM

T-SERIES

tom metcalf

Charles N. Pete

Designs
Your Source for

North American MMM Register,

MG and Safety Fast Embroidery!

Club, Business & Personal
Embroidery. 1-1001 piece
orders, no minimum. We

can provide a wide array of
apparel and accessories. Or

we are happy to work on
items you provide us. Call

or email us today!

Charles N. Pete Designs
PO Box 1152 Vashon, WA 98070

206-567-4789
Cara S. Briskman

www.cnpdesigns.com
cara@ cnpdesigns.com

Wow!! Look what can be yours!! For only $10.00, you can own
your very own NAMMM Register name badge. And you can have

your OWN name on it you want. Just send an email to:
VGSINC@MSN.COM

and let them know how many badges you want, what names you
want on them, and the name of the town and state you would like
on them. They measure 3-1/4 inches high by 3-1/4 inches wide,

and are made of durable gold plated plastic with a pin mounted on
the back.
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I lost the fuel tank cap of my
M Type and am looking for a
replacement. It is the type
without the hinge which
clamps on the four little studs
on the inside of the filler
neck.
Please contact Reinout Vogt
at 847 342 9804 or reinout-
vogt@gmail.com if you have
or know of one that is for
sale.

From Tom Metcalf 11/4/08

Len Star collected another Best in

Class blue ribbon in a class of 12, in-

cluding a perfect DB2 DHC, plus the

typical Jag's, etc. He was also even in

the top 3 considered for Best in Show.

But that went to one of the deep pocket

cars.

Letters From The Readers
Greetings Blokes,

Since retirement I have much less time to play, but did
manage a trip to MG Silverstone. As most know, this years
Silverstone celebrated the 75th anniversary of the K3 and L
types, and JB2265 and I were invited to join in, particularly as
sister Alpine L2 MG 2603 was to be there. Unfortunately they
forgot to include the cheque, and exchange rates, shipping and
insurance costs were out of sight so the car had to stay in the
garage. I felt bad about this but did take a montage of historic
photos of JB to display alongside MG 2603.

MG 2603 was beautifully and extensively restored with a
new body, K3 type dash, supercharged engine with new block
etc, wider wheels, preselector box, so perhaps my somewhat
unrestored L2 would have been relegated to the back row.

I had a great time at Silverstone, it is an experience all
MMM and MG lovers should try at least once. In addition to
browsing the wonderful display of Ks and Ls in the main tent, I
spent hours picking over the old MG stuff in the vendors tents
that you never see over here, and meeting other US MMMers. I
spent time in the pits hindering friends Roger and Mark Daniell
who were racing a brace of gen-uwine Le Mans MGA twinkie
coupes. I'll write more for the newsletter rather than blather too
much online.

A lot of my cartime, not to mention cash, has been swal-
lowed up in the last year by a recent acquisition. I was fortunate
to acquire the oldest "Jaguar" in the US, a 1929 Austin-Swallow
in the summer of 07. Getting acquainted with, and reviving the
quirky sidevalve engine took some time, but now I have 749 cc
and 7 HP of raw power on tap. Now if I can only get it to stop....
Anyway I took the little bird to Watkins Glen and the Nation's
Capital Jaguar Concours as well as our local Richmond Jag
Concours. I am the current Prez of the Virginia Jaguar Club, so
noblesse obliges me to wear two hats. Anyone interested is
welcome to log onto our VJC website at www.vajaguarclub.com
anytime.

Happy Hols from Una and me---------Dave Harrison

Thanks, Bill, for the update and a Happy Thanksgiving to
one and all. We Sterlings certainly enjoyed the Auburn event
and spending MMM time with everyone. It was a good time had
by all.

I just had to share with you all our adventure across the
pond in October to celebrate our 45th wedding anniversary. On
"the special day" we celebrated with dinner at a lovely Italian
restaurant along the North Sea (in Aldeburgh, Suffolk, with Reed
and Linda Yates (near Dallas) and Mike and Anne Allison
(Newbury, England) -- all three of us gents NA racers -- how cool
is that! We spent the first week exploring the Suffolk area with
the Yates and Allisons and then we were on our own in the Cots-
wolds the following week. We stayed at a cottage in Dallinghoo
the first week and at a bed and breakfast (the Old Vicarage) in
Priors Marston, the second week. We were invited to the Alli-
sons one of the days for natter and a wonderful lunch made by
Anne, including two desserts -- had to have some of each. Good
times, good weather, terrific MG people. Cheers...

Bob Sterling

Bill..What's Larry's e-mail? I could add a little bit more to
our English adventure: The owner of the B&B, The Old Vicar-
age, David Adams, is the former CFO of Delorean Motor Com-
pany. He had some very interesting stories to tell about that
venture which, he felt, could have made it but problems with gov-
ernments helped cause its demise. He is currently a toy distribu-
tor (very detailed model cars, especially Ferraris). Worked for
Hasbro for quite awhile. He is also the past U.K. President of the
Michael Schumacher Fan Club. David was surprised when we
told him we owned a Delorean. We sold it some years ago but
enjoyed driving it when we had it. Actually it was quite a nice car
-- too bad the company didn't make it.

Bob
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Hi Everyone and we wish you all a happy Thanks-
giving, also.

Seeing as we all live a long way apart and we all
wonder what everyone has been doing, this could turn
into an annual opportunity to say what has been special
this year in a few lines or less. Congratulations Bob and
Sonya on your 45th!

It has been our 40th this year and in October we
went to Perth, Western Australia to see Rachel's brother
and family. We went via London to see other family
members briefly and may have been there at the same
time as Bob and Sonja. We thought we might have been
able to take in the MMM annual dinner near Abingdon bit
it didn't quite work out for family reasons. While in Perth,
I did spend a day at the WA State Library doing some
research on Chris Nowlan's early 14/28 Bullnose and,
while I didn't find a 1926 picture or even a reference to it,
I think we opened up a few avenues for further re-
search. The period magazines were absolutely fascinat-
ing and I copied a couple of humorous snippets which
could go in the newsletter as filler.

PA0255 has been dormant this year. After blowing
a head gasket at Mid Ohio last year, further examination
at home revealed a terminally cracked head. I've bor-
rowed the head off 0251 and it's currently away being
restored with new valves, seats and guides. However, I
did finish the restoration of my original TC in its 1960's
racing format, so we managed three race meetings with
that including the MGVR Focus Event in New Jer-
sey. "Southern" Pete - do you remember helping me

change a piston during the Silverstone 6-hour relay race
in 1965? Same car, but it's looking a whole lot smarter
now.

Apart from Chris finally getting his L2 on the vin-
tage racing circuit, there hasn't been a lot of MMM activ-
ity to report. Hank Giffin had his ex Airline NA racer out
at the Lime Rock Fall Festival and Frank Allocca's K1
was at the Fall Finale to keep Chris company. We had
one very interesting visit to Dick Cobb's MG collection
and I will make every effort to write that up for Larry's
next bulletin - copy date noted. Finally I've just heard
that Bob Grunau has just bought Joe Joslin's ex police
cruiser NA. Joe was active with it here in the 80's so we
hope Bob can now get a great deal of enjoyment with it
since it is in really quite good shape.

To respond to Bill's prodding for next year's focus
meeting, here in the North East we've got a 25th anniver-
sary of the contemporary Collier Cup race meeting at
Watkins Glen next September but there is no concurrent
GOF which usually swells the numbers. We had the
2004 event as our focus and had a great turnout. The
same weekend, I think, there's a concours at Alexandria
Bay which includes a parade round the pre-war ARCA
circuit at which several MGs participated. Remember the
NEMGTR had a large number of us there for a similar
event a few years further back - '99? The Fall '09 GOF is
2 weeks later at Glens Falls, NY. September is a very
busy month here and many event dates clash which ob-
viously diminishes attendance at any one of them.

Cheers,-----------------------------------------Peter Ross

Friends,

We have been cut off from the world since the ice storm hit the north
east on Dec 11th and when we got back on the Internet, we were shocked
to read that Bob Hudson has died as a result of a hit and run accident while
he was walking near his home in Reading.

We got to know Bob and Sandra when helping them organize the Tri-
ple-M tour of the US in 2006 and saw what a true enthusiast Bob was, es-
pecially when we had to do some extensive repairs to his C-type which he
had owned for more than 40 years.

Until recently, you may have regularly read Bob's writings in Safety
Fast while he was the Triple-M scribe.

We all have to leave this life one day, but to go as a result of a hit and
run is tragic and we sympathize with Sandra and their family.

Peter Ross

Letters From The Readers
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9/23/2008
Larry,

John Mecray sent me these photos from our trip yes-
terday to the "Field of Dreams" car show put on by British
Cars of New Hampshire. John took 2nd in the "pre 60
misc class" even though they actually parked us in the T-
series class! I'm sure we would have both won awards if
we had been parked with our assigned class rather than
100 feet away! His car has lots of appeal. I’ll send an-
other period photo his PB taken in the 30's. Perhaps you
could find a spot for both of these photos in the MMM
Newsletter? Maybe we can get John to provide more
details on the history of his car which appears to be quite
interesting. Chris Nowlan

I'd not looked here at the MMM photo
section for many moons, but looking in the
M-type photos I came across one I'd never
seen before of me driving my M Type back
in the 1970s.

It was quite quick then and would lap-
Silverstone at well over 70mph average.
Here I appear to be closely observing a
somewhat slower ant which I am overtaking!

Clive Sherriff

Letters From The Readers
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Re: The races at Limerock:
Too bad the timing was

not a slight bit better as the
attached is a really clear
shot of Frank Allocca and
me. Perhaps you can use it
in the future? I think Frank
was also going to send some
photos.

It really was a fun week-
end. The prewar folks were
very nice and I was made to
feel really welcome. It's an
amazing rush to tear down
the straight and into turn 1 at
what is got to be well over 90
mph...perhaps more like
100....Good thing the wheels
didn't fall off! Chris Nowlan

Letters From The Readers

More Photos From Silverstone
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Having now got the wood skeleton into the correct
shape for the J1, it was time to install the outer sheet metal

skins. But before we could do that we had to face the skele-
ton with paper thin plywood like we found under both of our
original bodies.

David decided that neither of the original J1 door skins
were reuseable. He made correctly shaped double plywood
forms, clamped them together with sheet metal between
them, hammered the projecting metal edge to create the
nailing flange and came up with new door skins which were
then applied over the original door frames.

Selecting useable body skin parts from our pile of sheet
metal revealed that we would have to make quite a few ad-
ditional panels especially as we had modified the body
shape to the J1 style behind the doors. Fortunately, the in-
terestingly shaped rear “bustle” shape was retrievable from
one of our tubs so that was the starting point. Bit by bit it all
came together with new panels welded in and then the final
grinding and finishing.

(Continued from page 4)

It was all back together , correct body shape, new door
skins and we had a J1 body tub in exactly one week. It was
done by New Years Eve 1998. The tub was then put away
until 2006 when we finally got around to painting it along with
the final assembly and engine rebuild.

The intervening years were taken up by another car that
came into our possession – a 1933 F1 Magna with a Stiles
all aluminium body. This car will be the subject of another
story in future years.

2006 came along and I was getting very frustrated with
the Stiles F1 progress so I put it away and told Barbara I was
going to finish up “Turkey” by her birthday in 2007.

To start with, I took the engine down to a Vermont MG
mechanic who had done other MMM engine rebuilds and he
said he would have it done by the Spring of 2007.

I decided to take the chassis to Arizona to work on dur-
ing our Winter stay in Tucson. Traveling through Longview
Texas we were rear ended by a tractor trailer which totaled
our Suburban and the car trailer which had the J1 chassis in
it. The car chassis got twisted into a parallelogram - which I
did not know at the time but found out when we returned to
Vermont and put it on a frame alignment machine.

The good thing was we did not have the engine or the
body on the chassis, that would have been a disaster as I
still have nightmares about the J1 being totaled when we
were so close to having it back together again. The other
good thing was that we lived through this awful disaster.

I was able to get most of the chassis work done in Tuc-
son before returning to Vermont, in spite of the accident.
Chassis painting, complete central oiling system fabricated
and installed, firewall in, wiring harness run in the chassis
and the 4 shock dampers disassembled, completely restored
and installed. We had a rolling chassis.

We got home in June 2007 only to find that the guy who
was supposed to have the engine done for our return had
hardly started on it. He then promised it in the Fall of 2007 -
no show, the next date was the Spring 2008 – still no show.
We felt sure he would have it done after having had the en-
gine for 18 months. So finally, in the Spring of 2008 we took
the engine away from him and was left with an incredible
deadline of getting both the engine and the interior done in
time for the 2008 Radnor Hunt Concourse, an invitational
show. We also had to interface with this schedule as it was
my job to complete the entire assembly, electrical, fender
installation, floorboards etc. etc. and get the car presentable
for the September 2008 deadline.

The Winter of 2007 also turned out to be bummer which
also set us back timeframe wise. In the Fall of 2007 I frac-
tured my hip in a cycling accident - so the next 5 months
were spent recuperating with little opportunity to work on the
car except for some puttering about. I thought the car would
never get done at this point.

One of this Winters projects was to reproduce the correct
side screen frames. Only the doors have a metal side screen
and the rear is closed off with a soft screen that hangs from

The body frame

Attaching the plywood
skin to the body
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the top bows. The only picture I had of the frames was the
picture in Mike Allison’s book and some rough dimensions
from a J1 owner in the UK. So I set up some clear drawing
paper over the openings and created patterns for the
frames. Of course both sides were different so it took a bit of
adjusting to get the correct shapes to fit the body and top
bows.

The frames had to be made from flat steel stock and
bent to shape at the corners to conform to the body shape.
Eric Bauer, a steel fabricator friend set up some jigs and
bent the flat stock to shape. It took several tries to get it cor-
rect on both sides but finally they were made to fit with some
special brackets that slot into the door sockets.

Spring of 2008 came and our dear friend David Stein-
man (without whom this project would never have been
completed) said he would paint the car for us. So we
packed up the tub, hood and bonnet and all valances in the
Suburban again and delivered them to David.

The engine was packed up and delivered to Jim Perman
of Brooklands Engineering Works in Stratford CT, who said
he would have the engine done in time for the Radnor
Show.

It was then back home and onto the chassis for what we
I hoped would be the last time – and it was.

The only remaining body parts to be dealt with were the
fenders. All we had were some very rough specimens full of
holes, twisted and in pretty miserable shape. We decided to
ask Warren Wolf, from Royal Coachworks Restoration Shop
in Burlington, Vermont if he could tackle the 4 fenders.,
which he did, resurrecting them to their fine original shapes.

It was now becoming quite a challenge because due to
the time frame, the interior had to be done before the engine
was in the car. So it was backwards and forwards between
the upholster in PA and the new engine builder in CT keep-
ing it all coordinated.

Jim Perman, our engine builder, had the worst task as
he was taking over what the original engine restorer had left
undone. It turned out that almost everything had to be re-
done to Jim’s very high standards. Jim said it was the worst
engine he had ever tackled and he has done several J type
engines. It seemed that every corner we turned there was a
new problem to be solved. The engine ended up with a new
Phoenix crank, pistons, cam and cam gear and goodness
knows what else.

When we started on the gear box it became evident
that, although it all looked correct, it didn’t look quite right
around the rear plate as the speedo cable came out of the
bottom instead of the top. After some research it turned out
to be a Morris Minor gear box.

Fortunately, by replacing the correct rear plate,(which
Barry Walker was able to supply), we got the transmission
looking just as original – the only difference was that it had
synchromesh gearing between 3rd an 4th.

So finally in early September with the Radnor Con-
course looming on the calendar, Jim Perman called and
said that the engine was off the stand. I had about a week
earlier picked up the car from Lief Drexlers with all of the
interior and exterior done except for the leather seats which
he could do without having the car. So it was off with the
car to Jims to put the engine in. I left the car with him with
about 10 days to go to the Radnor Show.

Jim called us one evening and said he could not get the
engine in the car without removing the firewall. I guess the
factory must have done it that way in order to get the fume
seal in between the firewall and the plate on the transmis-
sion. So going backwards again we disassembled the fire-
wall and got engine and transmission safely in place. Jim
fabricated and installed the exhaust system and it seemed
as though we just might make it.

Not so - remember that Morris Minor transmission !!!!!.
We had decided earlier in Jims engine restoration process
to buy a new drive shaft from the UK as the original one

would have taken so much time to fix. Jim called up
one evening and told us that the drive shaft was too
long – WHAT NEXT !!!!!!!!

It turned out that the Morris Minor transmission was
¾” longer than the original J2 one. After much debate
Jim decided to cut the new drive shaft to fit. This is
what we did and after Jim put in a few all nighters it
was all together.

Jim wanted me to be there when he started the en-
gine so with only a few days left before Radnor, off I
went to CT with the trailer for the BIG DAY. There
was now no slop - time in the schedule so everything
had to work with no problems – and the car still had
to go to the upholsters for final carpet fit and installa-
tion of the seats.

We couldn’t believe it – Jim said the engine will
start first time. We pushed the foot starter and NOTH-
ING, NO LIFE, NO NOISE FROM THE STARTER –
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NOTHING. Now what was wrong, what else could
there be to stop this 12 year oddessy to end.

We thought it might be the foot switch, but
no, testing the switch found it to be functioning OK.
What else. Lets try the starter, NO LIFE IN THE
STARTER. – what the heck – it worked fine 10
years ago – wishful thinking on my part that it would
work OK again and I didn’t have it internally restored
– lesson learned – don’t leave anything to chance.

It was now 7pm, we were all tired and on edge
due to the present problem at hand.

Luck was with us. Jim owns a 1933 swept wing
J2 awaiting restoration. He said our only chance at
this point was to see if his starter would work after
being dormant for many, many years. He put a
tester to it and hooray it had life. So we took out the
starter with full anticipation that it would start the J1.
We got it out, cleaned it up a bit and put it into the
car, connected the starter electrical and Jim said we
are READY TO GO.

It was like awaiting a launch from Cape Canaveral. 5,4,
3, 2, 1 – I pushed the foot starter and WOW, the engine fired
and kept running. We had the car running but now we didn’t

know if the transmission would move the car.

Jim kept the engine running for 30 minutes to
make sure everything was OK and it was.

The next day proved just as successful, the car
moved, there was no overheating, and I drove it into
the trailer.

It was Friday and back to Vermont for our final
assembly. I left on the following Tuesday morning for
my last 9 hour trip to Lief Drexlers in Quakertown PA.
Everything went smoothly and all the upholstery fitted
beautifully.

Saturday September 18, The Radnor Concourse
date. I was on the show field in the MG Class along

with a MG K3, a PB Lester Special, David Steinman’s beau-
tifully restored TC and many other noteable MG cars. The
crowd just loved our car and endless photos were taken of
it’s elegant grille, Rotax Headlamps and topped off with an
original “Midge” Hood Ornament.

The judges arrived and just wanted to know all about
the car. They were interested in everything from its pedi-
gree, the interesting overhead cam engine with no fan - to –
“is this its first show” ?. They spent 10 minutes chatting
about the car and looking it over. I finally had a chance to
think about the past 12 years, the trials and tribulations, the
sleepless nights, the endless hours of driving delivering the
car to a great engine rebuilder and fantastic upholsterer, the
frustrations, the highs and lows of the restoration process
and now how I felt - so proud to have made it, on the Show
field on this beautiful day with the recognition from the
crowd that they really appreciated this 76 year old MG J1.

The finished interior

All done !!!!
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CON-

TACT BARRY FOSTER

ENGINE OIL PIPES

PRESSURE GAUGE PIPES

FUEL PIPES

HEAVY GAUGE PIPE USED

NEW FITTINGS THROUGH-

OUT

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A C OR J4 ENGINE AND MORE….

Rocke’s Barn, Butleigh, Glastonbury, BA6 8ST Telephone: (01458) 850169 Fax: (01458) 850972

THE

MONTLHERY

This is the only complete one ever shown in the USA - one
of 250 made and one of about 10 remaining.

The awards ceremony was upon us and the announcer
said: “and the special DEBUTANTE AWARD goes to the
1932 MGJ1 Sports Tourer owned by Malcolm and Barbara
Appleton.” Later we received The Radnor Award for second
in the MG Class (The Special Lester PB took top Honors ).

Since that Show the car has won the Pre War
MG Class at the British Invasion and won its First
Junior Class at this years AACA Show at Hershey,
Pennsylvania.

IT CANT GET MUCH BETTER THAN THAT.
QED !!

CREDITS

Special thanks to Barbara – who really owns the car – for
her patience and support during many difficult years ---

To David Steinman, a dear friend and great supporter ---
David, who is a world class restorer, ( all of his restored cars go
to Pebble Beach) just finished a spectacular MGTC for himself.
Without David’s encouragement, professional expertise, a fabu-
lous machine shop and incredible restoration ability, this project
would not have happened. Thank you David for all your help,
friendship and advice throughout our restoration process.

I also have to mention and thank the two guys who took on
the lions share to get this car done for me in 2008. First the
engine, transmission and clutch were done by Jim Perman at

Brooklands Engineering in Stratford CT and Lief Drexler in Quaker-
town PA, who did a superb job on the top, side curtains, carpets and
interior.

Barry Walker for finding and supplying so many original parts.

Bob Diehl for the perfect chrome work

Thanks to you all,---Malcolm and Barbara Appleton

Box 191 Waitsfield Vermont 05673

Tel (802) 496 2195 Fax (802) 496 4221

e-mail architec@wcvt.com


